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Accidental descent into hell

	 

 

It wasn't the ride planned. Kevin and I were going to do the Redwood Gulch and return via Skyline ride, with Kevin again on his

e-bike. But within a mile from home his knee was causing too much grief so he had to turn back. Actually, me too, but that was

because I left my mask at home, and you do t leave home without a mask. More on that later.

It was REALLY slow going on Old LaHonda (the ride had already deviated from the original plan; I didn't feel like doing a flatter

section alone, so that killed the flat-ish section from Redwood City to Los Altos to get to Redwood Gulch). Nothing there. Once up

top I decided to do a reverse West Alpine, descending it instead of climbing. As I began heading south a guy rode past on the

relatively-easy grade. Just a bit too fast for me to think I should chase and pass, so I sat behind several bike lengths, assessing his

strengths and weaknesses because, rule #1 says never pass someone you can't stay ahead of.

But today, what did it matter? I wasn't riding strongly; why not be sociable? So I rode alongside and find he's from SF (but recently

Baltimore and a few other places) and heading into this area for the first time. I suggest he try the same route I'm doing, which

seemed to be along the lines of what he was looking to do.

Descending the first part of West Alpine, it's clear this guy (Travis) likes to fly downhill. I'm not keeping up because I'm thinking

too much about soft patches of pavement and gravel. But I try to close as we approach the right turn to LaHonda. Going straight

takes you into the 7th circle of hell (the steep steep STEEP "no outlet" descent into Portola State Park). He didn't turn. He didn't hear

me yell. I stop, thinking he'll soon notice I'm not with him and turn around. I waited a few minutes.

He didn't turn around.

I'm thinking, bad PR for the shop- Bike Shop owner abandons rider to die finding his way out of Portola State Park. So down I go.

And down. And further down. And like I forgot just how far down this road goes! After awhile I'm hoping he didn't stop until the

end, because you might as well get credit for the full painful climb out.

Eventually I did find Travis, just 100 meters from the start of the official climb. Had to explain that, once here, we gotta go that final

100 meters further right? He got that. #respect

Fortunately Travis doesn't climb like he descends so it was an easy ride out. I could have pushed hard but it was pretty warm and I

was already having issues with sweat getting past my headband so it was an easy decision to ride out of hell with him.

After returning to where we should have turned towards LaHonda, we got back on track and headed to the LaHonda Market to

refuel. Can't say I'm presently a fan of LaHonda Market at the moment; they were making no efforts to make sure people wore face

masks, notably three motorcyclists roaming the store and not a good sign that the cashier was wearing a mask below his nose either.

This is a problem; if we're going to safely get to the other side of this mess (COVID-19), we gotta suck it up and wear masks in close

quarters.

After refueling we headed back up 84; Travis had parked his car at Alice's. Tons of car traffic, by the way. Just driving? Because the

beaches are still closed.

Overall a nicer ride than expected. I will have to go back to Portola State Park again and try and do justice to the climb though.
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